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A video travels its silent way around a generic urban

environment, the view is framed by a moving

window, we see what might be Europe or America,

it is hard to tell from here. Picnic stools striped blue

and white, more suited for watching the races at

Wingatui, gather around flat squat plinths.

Headphones beckon. Their cords travel off forever

connected to their audio output devices. Ears which

listen find disjunction: the clear recitation of a diary

cut with a child's voice; a song; the glitch of surface.

Do these sounds relate? How is a visitor to proceed?

Lattner's practice is collaborative crossing audio,

visual and live performances, and including other

artists, musicians and performers. Previous works

have traversed the density of the urban, whilst

enabling specific experiences of the local. go out. 

go on. go elsewhere was a continuation of this

practice. The exhibition was made of four works,

each with a number of interlocking components.

Hazards and surfaces came to light as projections,

screens, recordings and loops crossed mobility and

temporality with the object. Each term became an

adjective for the other. The installation generating a

situation which itself produced further mappings and

potential networks.

In go out. go on. go elsewhere Lattner's works arrive

in a new destination, and simultaneously question

the place from which they have come. Derrida has

examined the way archives make place. Lattner does

the same. 'Here, in this place' we find fragments and

documents; pieces that together might amplify

something that we do not yet know about ourselves.

Viewing becomes an experience of the eternal

postponement of the future. In domestic

disturbance; flight or fight; or shelter Lattner

provided an opportunity to mix and match four audio

tracks with ambiguous images on a DVD screen.

Questions of documentation and accuracy mixed 

with opportunities for playful cross-pollination.

The visitor to the exhibition needed to traverse

vertically, approaching the work not as a whole, 

but by mapping her own territories, slicing through

the surfaces of a somewhat hazy materiality.

The archive of voices added the fragility of acetate 

to the mix. Recordings hovered on turntables. 

Voices both scrambled and clear played out relationships

of representation. The records translated a potential

exchange into an actual one. For example, one

recording appeared to be a kind of private travel log,

the listener made overtly aware of her guilty desires

to know more.

In poem- yet untitled the performing self become

postcards, found in the eternal transit zone of the

slide carousel. Viewing was a process of watching an

endless cycle, 79 images would pass, and the story

would repeat. The archive on the other hand, seeks

to fix. It is always asserting that all possible details

are recorded; so that spaces, fissures and lacunae 

are not allowed to grow. Like a virus, the archive

imposes its structures on meaning and material.

Lattner pushed at these very boundaries, space was

pulled into a transportable recording sleeve, presence

rendered upon a screen. The work became a place

within which others could play, a space of

collaboration without direct contact, a feedback loop

between viewer, listener, potential and surface. 

Susan Ballard

GO OUT. GO ON. GO ELSEWHERE
Heimo Lattner
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TURANGA 
Rachel Rakena, Louise Potiki Bryant. 

White walls make ideal surfaces for the 

transformation and occupation of space that multi

media art performances supply.  Incorporating music 

by Eden Mulholland (plus tracks from Ariana Tikao 

and Pitch Black), Turanga is performed and 

collaboratively constructed by Ngai Tahu artists 

Rachael Rakena and dancer /choreographer Louise 

Potiki Bryant. Formalistically shaped by Maori 

concepts, symbolism and imagery, translated through 

visual media and contemporary dance, Turanga 

almost conscripts the gallery as an ‘alternative’ 

marae context, in which the ritual performance, 

reclamation, affirmation of new shapes of Maori 

identity and culture can be projected. 

Five expressions of identity pivoting around 

whakawatea, whare (wharenui), whenua, 

whakapapa, marae and ko ahau nei, Turanga enacts 

a process of personal and cultural redemption where 

rich metaphors and plurality run as resonant images, 

arresting movements and the immediate experience 

of ritualised spectacle and performance. 

Images of water rippling, of a dancer floating-

dancing in liquid blue, of breaking through the 

water’s surface (rebirth) - the cleansing sound of 

karakia... more images, icons of place- the familiar 

form of Te Poto a Tamatea that overlooks Rapaki 

marae (Banks Peninsula), the marae itself. Laughter 

from a community of brown faces as Rapaki is 

described in Maori as ”the centre of the universe”, 

laughter again at the notion of Maori in literal 

translation- “dining room standing there- tis you, 

tis you, tis you”... “therefore, there you  are, 

there you  are, there you are, all of you”. 

Electronic sound, laser-light grids and crosses 

(inspired and representative of taniko), flash and 

pulsate ominously across a darkened room, nightclub 

experiences come to mind. Rakena – staid, dressed 

in black, as her ancestor, perhaps mourning for 

Queen Victoria? In contrast, Potiki Bryant folds and 

stretches, dancing frenetically, sometimes with the 

music, sometimes not. Moving objects as if they 

were an extension of her own body, she reorganises 

the space, transforming the objects as she goes; 

a three legged chair becomes a tree trunk, a plinth, 

metal frames become screens, tables, windows, 

a box – a coffin. 

A woman sits in a grassy field and surveys 

ancestral land accompanied by contemplative guitar 

melodies – the scene is reminiscent of pakeha film 

representations of ‘New Zealand’s pastoral paradise’. 

Standing motionless Potiki Bryant casts a shadow 

over the projected landscape as it sweeps chaotically 

behind her. Later she dances in unison and 

memoriam with a ‘larger than life’ image of herself. 

Within the virtual space of the projected imagery, 

Rakena stands and Potiki Bryant appears to sit down, 

creating a momentary lapse in an ability to 

differentiate between illusion, image and reality. 

Here, time has a different shape – past, present and 

future coalesce creating a tremor in consciousness, 

and while time stands in one place, space is again 

reconfigured and once again brings to life the cultural 

vitality, complexity and diversity that is Maori experience. 

Exploring the ways in which history, culture and 

identity are embodied (internalised), reformulated 

and represented, Turanga exposes us to the historical 

ruptures of colonial impact. At the same time the 

performance simulates how changing constructs of 

time and space (being repeatedly dismantled and re

assembled) give rise to the challenge and rebirth of our 

knowledge and sense of cultural identity, which is the 

shared journey and process of our own ‘becoming’. 

Stephanie Oberg 
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The Physics Room began 2002 with a pair of group

shows including a little work from a big artist,

straight from the Turner Prize podium, Martin Creed.

While this shook things up in January, it wasn’t to

overshadow the year, which saw 19 exhibitions

present predominantly new work from 34 artists, 

as well as a series of 10 performances and lectures. 

The gallery programme in 2002 reflected The Physics

Room as part of a global contemporary art community,

with 7 international artist projects and group shows

injected into the South Island art arena to 

complement our support and promotion of 

12 local and national projects. 

We also took the best of contemporary NZ art abroad

with Tomorrow People. This group exhibition curated

by Tessa Laird and Joyce Campbell (first seen here at

The Physics Room in 2001) showed in Los Angeles 

at the Lord Mori Gallery, 5th January – 9th February

’02, where it attracted more than 2000 visitors 

and received a positive response from critics. 

Our publishing programme was reinvented in 

2002 – with the final blast from Log Illustrated

released in February (#15 – the X Issue). 15 issues

across five years was a good innings for a risk-taking

contemporary art magazine, and Log remains 

forever archived online via The Physics Room website.

Gallery and project focused catalogues have now

become our forté, with publications designed by

Aaron Beehre accompanying Ruth Watson’s Without

Parachute, Bombs Away and the HARDSELL!! series

of solo projects by 8 early-mid career NZ artists.

www.physicsroom.org.nz remains a valuable and

efficient means of communication with the

contemporary art community and wider audience,

distributing information and providing easy access to

our activities from anywhere in the world. Visits to

the site increased throughout the year, with 120,170

total user sessions (as opposed to random hits) in

2002. The comprehensive site is increasingly used as

a research tool, with the built-in search function

making this even simpler.

In its seventh year, The Physics Room Trust continued

to build on the reputation and strengths developed

by the many board and staff members who have

been involved over the years. Emma Bugden,

General Manager since 2000, left the organisation 

in June, after contributing a massive amount of

energy and strong critical leadership. In a smooth

transition, I stepped up to the helm and Exhibition

Technician Jessica Johnson took on the full time

position of Programmes Coordinator. Other members

of staff in the first part of the year included 

Scott Flanagan and Phillip Brown, both continuing

on from 2001. In June, Sarah Flanagan was placed

with us on a three-week internship through the

Waikato Institute of Technology Bachelor of Media Arts.

The board of trustees governing The Physics Room

continued to show a great deal of commitment and

leadership in 2002, meeting formally every two

months and contributing their expertise and spare

time to specific areas of the organisation. Former

Trustees Barb Eaton and Eddie Clemens both left

Christchurch and resigned from the board in 2002.

For the remainder of the year the Trust operated

with five members, the minimum required by the

organisation’s deed. New appointments have since

been made in 2003.

DIRECTOR’S REPORT
Rosemary Forde 
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